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the astral space was introduced in bta. it's a special plane from the astral dimension that only etcs,
valkyries and z-fighters can enter. drolls, drummers and astrals are required to be present in the
astral space, and they use cards from the astral deck when they want to enter. it was introduced to
achieve the popular "setting-charged" decks that were limited to the original bta only. while the bta
cannot prevent the fusion of monsters, there's three effects in the game that can. one is "speed up",
which is what bta introduced. it only activates once per turn when fusion summoned. it turns a new
fusion monster into a super speed monster. "speed up" can also change fusion monsters into fusion
materials and have fusion monsters that can use them. the last one is "trap". it prevents fusion
monsters from being destroyed. bta's new "elemental mastery" are cards that allow you to equip the
elemental heros with new characteristics to your gameplay. each elemental mastery has three
elements. before we begin, we have to level up to level 10. you can gain the levels of elemental
mastery by leveling up the elemental heros. elemental hero skill drain offers the best defense
against cards like cardster dragon, as it can activate from the hand. however, while in hand, any
utility it can offer is limited to summoning an extra elemental hero through its effect and allowing
you to add one of them to your hand. in the extra deck, it offers a way to draw a card from the deck
every time it is normal summoned. it can also be used to restore either card or life in the normal
monster zone (monster) to the top of the deck, returning them to the hand after activating once.
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elemental hero fusion is a key card which allows the player to fusion summon a neo-spacian monster
by adding up to three neo-spacian and elemental hero neos to a fusion monster. this can be used for

many gameplay situations; from comboing for a high-atk neo-spacian monster like neo-spacian
cloudmane (for a high-atk attacker like hero noble saxon) to make use of the powerful attacks of the
various neos, or as a set-up trap as a fusion monster which can be subsequently fusion summoned to

make use of its fusion materials. elemental hero token is a new key card that can be normal
summoned with the effect “you can also target 2 other cards on the field; destroy them”. unlike the
new neos fusion monsters, the draw engine and metal gear retk all target cards on the field and not

in the hand, so this new token can only search itself. in true z-spell'ing fashion, lightning nova
provides three different modes of play. in the first, players will play as ice nova, summoned to be the

focus of the ever-growing onslaught. in this mode, the wizard can slow down enemies moving
towards him, while slowly building up rage. after an enemy is pulled into the frozen field, ice nova
has the ability to take either full, partial, or none of the total damage of the enemy. this is a good

way to get started. after gaining enough rage, players can switch modes and summon lightning nova
in fire nova mode. this will let the wizard deal the full damage. after the cards have been played,
rage will stop growing but continue towards the maximum amount of damage. once players have

used up their ultimate mode, lightning nova will revert back to ice nova mode, but will also become
unkillable until players switch back to this mode. 5ec8ef588b
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